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As primary school teachers with 
over 60 years cumulative experience 
between them, Bernadette Russell and 
Dawn Colcott were both excited and 
apprehensive about the introduction 
of the new Victorian Essential Learning 
Standards (VELS) in 2003. They soon 
realized that the Victorian Department 
of Education had the foresight to 
respond to current research on 
children's learning and develop a 
new framework to equip students 
with the knowledge, skills and personal 
attributes that would be needed in-
their professional and personal lives 
in the future. 
Transfer of knowledge, not just 
student understanding, was emphasized. 
VELS reinforced our belief that 
there is much more to teaching than 
content. VELS provided the curriculum 
framework to support each student's 
relationship and connectedness to their 
own learning. The Thinking Processes 
domain of Interdisciplinary Learning 
was also innovative. For the first 
rime teachers were required to 
teach thinking! 
A culture of thinking 
We designed and implemented a 
"Toolbox", inspired by educational 
thuories sLich as Habits of Mind, 
Gardner's Multiple Intelligences and 
Bloom's Taxonomy, as well as the "Visible 
Thinking" approach to teaching and 
learning. This "Toolbox" equips students 
with the thinking tools to make their 
thinking visible to themselves, their 
peers and their teachers. 
VELS require teachers to equip students 
with the knowledge and skills needed to 
meet the challenges of the future. This 
is an immense challenge - the jobs that 
our Prep children will be doing in 20 
years time may not even exist today! Bill 
Gates stated: "We used tools in the past 
to leverage our muscles. We use tools today 
to leverage our minds." This quote and the 
challenge set by VELS inspired us to think 
creatively about our teaching methods. 
"We knew we had tHe climate for thinking in 
our classrooms but did we have the tools?" 
A positive learning 
environment 
In the classroom, teachers and 
students must co-create a positive 
learning environment that is productive 
and challenging for all. Moreover, 
teachers must create a collaborative 
relationship with their students so that 
they are actively involving children 
in the problem solVing process and 
guiding and helping them whilst also 
encouraging independence. Students 
are encouraged to take control of 
their learning by building on their prior 
knowledge, setting their own goals, 
questioning, thinking about their thinking 
(metacognition) and reflecting on their 
own learning. We set about creating the 
tools needed to foster this thinking. 
The filing cabinet 
Initially they introduced the filing cabinet 
as an analogy of how students store 
the memories that relate to learning 
in their brains. Put simply, we learn 
something and then file it away in the 
filing cabinet in our brains for future 
use. With the use of this analogy, 
young students begin to understand 
that knowledge, skills and strategies 
are never lost and always retrievable. 
They build additional information in 
the files, connect it to other memory 
bytes and use the original or adapted 
information in different situations. 
The filing cabinet analogy was not 
enough. "We felt that something 
more concrete and visible was needed. 
We proposed that children's thinking 
may be facilitated by making the tools 
for writing/mathematics visible to them 
so they can use them to reflect on what 
they have written and what revisions 
need to be made. This is when we 
designed the "Toolbox pedagogy". 
VALUES 
AII1l example @f what a T@@BIb>@x muglhlt ulI1ldudie 
f@iY' all1l ulI1ldiu'VudiuaU Prep c::hiDdi: 
THINKING TOOLS 
• School values • Graphic organisers 
• I-Care rules (Peace-Making Progr'am) • Thinker's keys 
• Class Rules • Debono's hats 
• Habits of Mind 
ACADEMIC 
• Gardner- discovering their learning style 
• Questioning 
• Letters of the alphabet • Goal Setting- template on back of toolbox 
• Numerals ENVIRONMENTAL TOOLS 
• 4 pmcesses • Observations and reflections 
• Mathematical symbols • Re-use, Reduce, Recycle 
• Punctuation and Grammar • Sustainability 
• Handwriting- formation of letters, 
directionality etc 
INDIVIDUAL GOAL SETTING 
• Goals developed by the student which 
were then often used as a part of • Fine and gross motor techniques 
The T@@Bbox Pedagogy 
The Toolbox is a collection of skills/tools 
to be used by children at all times when 
problem solving and creative thinking is 
required. Initially we were working on 
implicit instruction for transference of the 
basic skills of handwriting, letter/sound 
knowledge, and number development 
from Prep to Grade One. The toolbox 
became invaluable as they filled it with 
a range of multi-functional tools, which 
provided concrete cues for the students, 
thus enabling them to be more explicit 
about their' thinking and ultimately led to 
more independent learning and thought 
amongst the students. 
The tools are a visual pmmpt of 
prior knowledge and learning. They 
are printed on cards and kept in a 
plastic folder. Students in their classes 
have their own individual Toolboxes in 
a plastic folder in their lockers. They 
add tools/skills when intmduced and 
retrieve them when they are needed. 
the student's Individual Learning Plan 
developed by the teacher~ 
We have also created a large class set 
of tools in a large plastic toolbox that 
is on display and referred to regularly 
by the teachers and the students. We 
preface the discussion of any classroom 
task with the question: "What tools are we 
using today?" and have found that even 
Prep childr'en are quickly able to identify 
the key skills and understandings needed 
for particular tasks. (see text box above) 
iBell1leiits of the Toolbox 
Teachers appr'eciate how full the school 
day is. Time is of the essence. The 
development of this type of classroom 
culture through the use of the toolbox 
enables you to combine VELS outcomes, 
POLT and assessment strategies in a 
more efficient way. By providing an 
environment rich in challenges, we 
are helping to develop self-motivated 
students who set their own goals and 
reflect on their own achievements. 
Of cour'se the Toolbox is only one 
part of the culture of thinking. Thinking 
routines such as "Think-Pair-Share" and 
use of Br'ain Maps/Mind Maps are also 
critical to fostering a mindful classmom, 
as is a school culture of performance and 
development, where teachers are also 
fostered in their continued learning and 
encouraged to explor'e new ideas .• :. 
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